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A Paradox about Saying That
Consider the following argument:

I If I say you’re an ass, I say you’re an animal
I If I say you’re an animal, I say something true
I So if I say you’re an ass, I say something true
I So you’re an ass.

It’s a sophism, of a type popular in the Middle Ages. It’s found,
among other places, in an oration delivered at the University of
Cambridge in 1660:

“I wonder whether the proverb ‘The donkey goes to school’ is

not coined for you alone, else you really are not worthy to be

proctor in the schools of the sophists. For a sophist attacks the

Proctor like this: ‘Whoever says you are an animal speaks the

truth; and whoever says you are an ass says you are an animal;

so whoever says you are an ass speaks the truth.’ ‘I fully grant

it,’ says the Proctor: ‘For my auricles’ sake I wouldn’t dare

deny it.’ See, then, the Proctor confesses himself to be an ass

by auricular confession.”
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The Port-Royal Logic

We also find the sophism in Arnauld and Nicole’s Logique ou
l’art de penser (The Port-Royal Logic) of 1662:

Here a goose (or “gosling”) has taken the place of the ass.

I Whoever says you’re an animal, says something true

I Whoever says you’re a goose, says you’re an animal

I So whoever says you’re a goose, says something true

[So you’re a goose.]
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Geulincx’s Sophisma Splendida
It also appears in Geulincx’s Logica Restituta of the same
year, 1662, as the sophisma splendida (splendid, or brilliant):

So once again, ‘You’re an ass’. But as Geulincx says, we
could take any falsehood in its place, and even prove, for
example, that a white thing is black.

But apart from this flurry of popularity in the mid-17th

century, there seem to be only three occurrences in medieval
texts, in Ricardus Sophista (the Magister Abstractionum) in
the 13th century, in Walter Burley in the early 14th century,
and in John Buridan’s Sophismata a generation later.
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Walter Burley
I Born in Yorkshire, England, around 1275
I Master of Arts, Merton College Oxford, by 1301
I Questions on Aristotle’s Perihermeneias (De

Interpretatione) 1301
I Suppositions, Obligations, Consequences 1302
I Studied theology in Paris, from around 1310 until 1327
I (Middle) Commentary on Aristotle’s Perihermeneias 1310
I De Puritate Artis Logicae (‘On the essence of the art of

logic’): Tractatus brevior 1323; Tractatus longior 1326-27
I Envoy to Papal Court at Avignon for Edward III of England

from 1327
I Member of Richard de Bury’s circle (Bishop of Durham)

from around 1333
I Super Artem Veterem Porphyrii et Aristotelis (i.e., Isagoge,

Categories, De Interpretatione) 1337
I Died around 1344/5.
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Suffixing
The sophism occurs in the shorter version of Burley’s De
Puritate Artis Logicae repeating a passage in his earlier treatise
on Consequences.

It is presented as a counter-example to Suffixing, that is, the
principle that “whatever follows from the consequent follows
from the antecedent”:

“Quicquid sequitur ad consequens, sequitur ad
antecedens.”

(p → q) → ((q → r) → (p → r))

In fact, the sophism seems to depend on three principles:

1. Saying that (or signification) is closed under (at least some
form of) consequence

2. “Whatever follows from the consequent follows from the
antecedent” (Suffixing, or Transitivity)

3. A proposition is true if things are as it says they are (T-in,
or Upward T-Inference)
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Two Senses of Saying That
Burley’s response is to distinguish two senses of ‘saying that’:

1. The dictum may supposit for the utterance, that is, may have
material supposition: e.g., if I say, ‘I am looking at Burley’,
this is true taking ‘Burley’ in material supposition, for I am
looking at the word ‘Burley’

2. Or the dictum may supposit for things, that is, may have
personal supposition: ‘I am looking at Burley’ is false in
personal supposition, for Burley is long dead and no images of
him remain.

I Then if I utter the words, ‘You are an ass’, it does not follow
that I utter the words ‘You are an animal’, so in material
supposition the major premise of the sophism is false

I But in personal supposition, just because I say you are an
animal (which I might do by saying you are an ass) it does not
follows that I speak the truth

So a proposition is true only if things are wholly as it says they are.
Upward T-Inference must be qualified.
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Burley’s Theory of Signification
I Burley distinguishes subjective truth from objective truth:

“for I say that truth in as much as it is subjectively in the
mind is none other than some equating (adaequatio) of the
mind to a true proposition which only has objective being in
the mind.”

I For the medievals, something is subjectively in the mind when it is
in the mind as a (real) quality of the subject.

I In contrast, something is objectively in the mind, or has objective
being, when it is an object of thought

I For Burley, a thought (a mental proposition, existing as a quality
subjectively in the mind) is true if it corresponds to a real
proposition, a propositio in re, existing only objectively in the mind.

I Indeed, for Burley, the notion of proposition is four-fold:

1. there is the written proposition,
2. itself a sign of a spoken proposition (writing is a way of recording

speech);
3. the spoken proposition is a conventional sign of a mental

proposition, from which it derives its signification;
4. but the ultimate significate of the spoken proposition is the real

proposition.
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The Real Proposition
I Burley cites Averroes with approval when he wrote: “Things are

made true by the mind when it divides things from one another or
compounds them with one another.” Burley goes on:

“Hence I say that the thing signified by ‘A man is an animal’
does not depend [for its truth] on the mind nor does the
truth of this thing, for it would be true even if no mind
thought about it . . . I say that to the truth ‘A man is an
animal’ having being outside the mind there correspond
many truths having subjective being in the mind, for many
thoughts can correspond to the same thing.”

I There are numerous subjective mental propositions compounding
the concepts of man and animal, all of which are true by their
correspondence to the one true real proposition which identifies
man and animal.

I It is this real proposition (propositio in re) which is signified by
the spoken proposition ‘A man is an animal’, just as the spoken
term ‘man’ signifies man (the animal) and ‘animal’ signifies
animal (the universal).
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An Identity Theory of Truth
Think of Russell’s early theory of propositions:

“A proposition, unless it happens to be linguistic (i.e., to be about words) does
not contain words: it contains the entities indicated by words.”

I The identity theory of truth rejects any correspondence between thought and reality
I Cf. Frege’s remark that if facts and thoughts “did correspond perfectly . . . they would

coincide . . . a fact is a thought that is true”
I In rejecting idealism, Russell proclaimed that in thought we directly apprehend the

fact containing the objects in question.
I What is different in Burley is that the real proposition depends on us for its existence.

Burley wrote:
“The mind makes things true by compounding those with one another which are
in reality united or dividing those from one another which are in reality divided.
For if the mind asserts some things to be the same, then it compounds them with
one another; but if it asserts them to be divided then it divides them from one
another . . . For when the mind compounds correctly or divides correctly, then
there is truth in the mind, and when the mind does not compound correctly or
does not divide correctly, as when it compounds those which are in reality divided
or divides from one another those which are in reality the same, then there is
falsehood in the mind.” (Burley)

I A similar idea is found in Jeff King’s The Nature and Structure of Content (2007):
“The facts that are propositions are facts of there being a context and there
being some words in some language L whose semantic values relative to the
context are so-and-so occurring in such-and-such way in so-and-so sentential
relation that in L encodes such-and-such.”
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The Sophism Solved
I Burley accepts the inference ‘If I say you are an ass, I say you are an

animal’ (talking of things, not of words)
I He rejects the inference ‘If I say you are an animal, I speak the truth’.
I What ‘You are an ass’ signifies is the real proposition which

compounds you and being an ass together.
I But being an ass necessitates being an animal, as part of its form.

Being an animal is a formal consequence of being an ass.

“Formal consequence is of two kinds: one kind holds by reason
of the form of the whole structure (complexio), and conversion,
syllogism and other consequences which hold by reason of the
whole structure are of this kind of consequence.
Another kind of formal consequence holds by reason of the form
of the constituent terms (incomplexa), e.g., an affirmative
consequence from an inferior to its superior is formal, but holds
by reason of the terms.”

I Burley accepts that signification is closed under consequence, at
least, formal consequence

I But it is incorrect to infer from my saying you are an animal that
what I am saying is true and that I speak the truth.
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Insolubles
I These two doctrines, concerning signification and truth,

were central to Thomas Bradwardine’s solution to the
insolubles

I Recall Bradwardine’s definitions, postulates and second
theorem:

“First Definition (D1): A true proposition is an
utterance signifying only as things are.
Second Definition (D2): A false proposition is an
utterance signifying other than things are.
. . .
First Postulate (P1): Every proposition is true or false
Second Postulate (P2): Every proposition signifies or
means everything which follows from it . . .
. . .
Second Theorem (T2): If some proposition signifies
itself not to be true or itself to be false, it signifies
itself to be true and is false.”
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Buridan’s Principle
I In fact, John Buridan and Albert of Saxony (and many others,

including Burley) all claimed that every utterance signifies its own
truth

I We find it in, e.g., Bonaventure (writing around 1257):

“An affirmative proposition makes a double assertion: one in
which the predicate is affirmed of the subject and the other in
which the proposition is asserted to be true.”

I and in Duns Scotus (writing about 1295):

“Any proposition signifies itself to be true, therefore, ‘You will
be white tomorrow’ signifies itself to be true. The premise is
clear, since from any true proposition it follows that its dictum
will be true. Similarly, the contradictory of an affirmative such
as ‘You will not be white’ implies ‘It is true that you will not
be white’. Hence each of these contradictories about the
future signifies itself to be determinately true.”

I Geulincx gives this argument: any proposition says things to be
(dicit esse), indeed, it says them to be what it says them to be.
But things being as it says them to be is for it to be true. So it
says itself to be true.

I Buridan and Albert provide similar short, rather unconvincing
proofs.
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A Bradwardinian Proof of Buridan’s Principle
I Here is a proof using Bradwardine’s principles:
I Let Sig(s) := {p | Sig(s, p)}
I Consider Bradwardine’s use of (T1) in his proof of (T2):

∃p(Sig(s, p) ∧ ¬p) ⇒ ¬Fa(s) ∨ ¬Q
provided Fa(s) ∧ Q is all s signifies

In general, ∃p(Sig(s, p) ∧ ¬p) ⇔
∨

p∈Sig(s) ¬p

i.e., ∀p(Sig(s, p) → p) ⇔
∧

p∈Sig(s) p

But Tr(s) := Prop(s) ∧ (∀p)(Sig(s, p) → p)

So provided Prop(s), i.e., Sig(s) 6= ∅, ∧
p∈Sig(s)

p

 ⇒ Tr(s)

But Sig(s,
∧

p∈Sig(s) p). So

Sig(s,Tr(s)) by (P2)

That is, every meaningful utterance signifies its own truth.
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Circularity?

I To show that s is true, we need to check that
everything it signifies obtains.

I One of the things it signifies is that s is true. So to
check that s is true we need first to check that s is true.

I That threatens to open up a vicious regress.

The objection is ill-founded, however. (D1) tells us that s is
true iff everything s signifies obtains.

I So to check that s is true we need to check that
everything it signifies obtains, and of course, that
condition is equivalent to s’s being true.

I So we need to check that s is true. But that is no more
than we are doing.

I There is no regress here, just a repetition of the task we
are set.
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Fallibilism
I More worrying, perhaps, is the open-ended nature of the condition:

to check that s is true, check that everything s signifies obtains.
I Of course, having checked that one thing s signifies obtains, one can

be sure that everything entailed by that also obtains.
I But there may well be other things s signifies that are not entailed by

what has been checked.
I Does Bradwardine’s account of truth mean that no proposition is ever

true?
I First, this is to confuse the ontological criterion for s’s being true

with the epistemological condition for knowing that s is true.
I There is nothing problematic about the first being indefinitely, even

infinitely, complex.
I But even the epistemology is confused. We can know, and be certain,

that Brownie is a donkey, even if we have not checked implausible
subterfuges, that Brownie is a heavily disguised CIA spy, or a Martian
robot or whatever.

I Knowledge is fallible. If Brownie turns out, sadly, to be a robot, then
you were sadly misled, did not know he was a donkey, and he wasn’t.

I We check what we can, and in general, reasonable checks warrant
claims to knowledge.
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The Commutative, or Distributive Principles
I Bradwardine’s approach to the Liar belongs to a class of solutions that

revise and constrain the theory of truth rather than the underlying logic.
I Bradwardine’s logic is robust and orthodox, endorsing such principles as

Bivalence (P1), the De Morgan equivalences (P4) and Disjunctive
Syllogism (P5).

I But Bradwardine’s theory shares with other theories which reject T-IN,
such as Maudlin’s, a difficulty in justifying the standard distributive, or
commutative, principles for conjunction and disjunction. Maudlin
writes:

“The absence of the Upward Inferences is a severe constraint. In
essence, one loses information when using the Downward
Inferences, and has no means of semantic ascent again. For
example, whenever it is permissible to assert that a conjunction is
true, it is permissible to assert that each conjunct is true, but the
system as we have it does not allow this inference. From the claim
that the conjunction is true one can assert the conjunction itself
(by the Downward T-Inference), and hence can assert each
conjunct (by & Elimination), but since there is no Upward
T-Inference one cannot assert that the conjunct is true.”
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Bradwardine’s Sixth Postulate
I Maudlin’s response is bold. He simply adds the requisite compositional

principles as an axiom. So did Bradwardine. He wrote:

“Sixth Postulate (P6): If a conjunction is true each part is true and
conversely; and if it is false, one of its parts is false and conversely. And
if a disjunction is true, one of its parts is true and conversely; and if it
is false, each part is false and conversely.”

I But this seems unsatisfactory. The compositional principles should follow
from the theory of truth in conjunction with the meaning of the connectives.

I Indeed, there is a risk of inconsistency in Maudlin’s procedure. Consider the
corresponding commutative principle for negation:

(Neg) If a negation is true, its negated part is false and conversely; and
if it is false, its negated part is true and conversely.

I The Liar is a counter-example to this. Let L be pL is not trueq. L is false,
but the negated part ‘L is true’ is also false.

I Consequently, if one were to add (Neg) to Bradwardine’s theory, the theory
would be inconsistent.

I As we noted, L is implicitly contradictory, to be analysed or expounded as a
conjunction, so its contradictory is a disjunction.

I ‘L is true’ no more contradicts ‘L is not true’ than, e.g., ‘Some man is
running’ contradicts ‘Some man is not running’, or ‘The King of France is
bald’ contradicts ‘The King of France is not bald’.
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Curry’s Paradox
I Similarly, the commutative principle for conditionals runs into

trouble with Curry’s paradox.
I Let C be the conditional ‘If C is true then you are an ass’, and

suppose we adopted the principle:

(Cond) If a conditional is true then either the antecedent is
false or the consequent is true, and conversely; and if it is
false, then the antecedent is true and the consequent is false,
and conversely.

I If C is true, then by (D1), if C is true you are an ass, so by
absorption, if C is true you are an ass.

I But you are not an ass and could not be (your essence is
incompatible with that of an ass), so C is necessarily false.

I Now apply (Cond): given that C is false, it follows that it is true
that C is true and false that you are an ass.

I No harm in the second conjunct, but the first conjunct entails that
C is true, by T-OUT. Contradiction.

I So we cannot endorse the commutative principle (Cond), at least
not in the form given.
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Conditionals are not truth-functional
I (Cond) makes the conditional truth-functional, so one might

consider adapting it to treat conditionals non-truth-
functionally, for example:

(Cond ′) If a conditional is true then the truth of the
antecedent is incompatible with the falsity of the
consequent, and conversely; and if it is false, then the
truth of the antecedent is compatible with the falsity of
the consequent, and conversely.

I Recall that we showed that C cannot be true.
I If we now apply (Cond′) to the fact that C is not true, it

follows that its being true that C is true is compatible with the
falsity of your being an ass.

I But anything compatible with a truth could be true.
I So it could be true that C is true, so C could be true.
I But we showed that C cannot be true, so once again, we have

a contradiction.
I The commutative principle (Cond′) cannot be accepted.
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Disjunctive Paradox
Let D be the disjunction ‘You are an ass or D is false’.

I Suppose you are an ass or D is false.
I Since you are not an ass, it follows by (P5) that D is false.
I But D signifies that you are an ass or D is false, so by (P2), D

signifies that D is false.
I Hence by (T2), D signifies that D is true and so is false.
I By (P6), given that the disjunction D is false, it follows that it

is false that D is false.
I So D is false and it is false that D is false. But that is not a

contradiction, though it may seem surprising.

The explanation is that the falsity of D does not suffice to make it
true that D is false—Upward T-Inference fails in general.

I ‘D is false’ entails, by (P6), as we just noted, that it is false
that D is false.

I By (BP), ‘D is false’ signifies that D is false.
I So by (P2), ‘D is false’ signifies that it is false that D is false.
I Thus by (T2), ‘D is false’ also signifies that ‘D is false’ is true

and so ‘D is false’ is false.
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Conjunctive Paradox
I Similarly, let E be the conjunction ‘There is a God and E is

false’.
I Then by a similar argument we show that E signifies its own

falsehood and so by (T2), E is false.
I Hence by (P6), one conjunct is false, and it’s not the first, so

the second, that is, it’s false that E is false.
I But it doesn’t follow that E is true, for E is false not because

it signifies its own falsehood and it’s not false, but because it
signifies its own truth and it’s false that it’s true.

One may be puzzled why (Neg) and (Cond) lead via L and C to
contradiction, whereas (P6) does not produce contradiction
through D and E .

I The explanation is that by (P6), the falsehood of a complex
proposition implies only the falsehood of one or both
components

I However, by (Neg) and (Cond), the falsehood of a complex
proposition implies the truth, or at least the possible truth, of
one of its parts, a part that must be false.
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Paul of Venice’s Principle
I It seems then that the distributive principle for disjunction is not

contradictory, and the same for conjunction
I How can we derive the distributive principles from principles about

truth and the connectives?

Paul of Venice writes:

“I say that any proposition signifies the significate of any
proposition following from it formally . . . This is how the
common saying, ‘Any proposition signifies whatever follows from
it’, should be understood.”

Thus Paul’s interpretation of (P2) is different from that given earlier.

I Consider the following diagram:

p q

s1 s2

@
@@R

@
@@R

Sig Sig

entails

⇒

PPPPPPPPq

I The earlier interpretation follows what we might call the “southern”
route in the diagram, Paul’s follows the “northern” route.

I Arguably, the diagram commutes, and s1 signifies q whichever route
one takes.
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Distribution of Truth over Conjunction
I So suppose that some conjunction is true. Then things are however the

conjunction signifies.
I Suppose its first conjunct signifies that, say, p.
I Then by Paul’s principle, the conjunction also signifies that p, since any

conjunction entails its first conjunct.
I But things are however the conjunction signifies. So p.
I That is, things are however the first conjunct signifies.
I So the first conjunct is true, and similarly for the second conjunct.
I Hence, if a conjunction is true, so are each of its conjuncts, and if either

is false, and so not true, then the conjunction is not true, but false.

For the converse, we need to generalise (P2) a little further. Recall
Bradwardine’s proof of (T2):

I Assuming that the proposition signifying itself not to be true signified
something else as well, call it q, Bradwardine showed that it signifies
that either it is true or not q.

I He concluded that it signifies that it is true, since we have assumed
that it signifies that q.

I This does not follow strictly from (P2).
I Rather, we need to know that if a proposition signifies that p and

signifies that q, it signifies that p and q.
I We can capture this in a generalisation of (P2): if s signifies that p and

signifies that q, and p and q (jointly) entail r , then s signifies that r .
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The Converse
For the converse, we need a somewhat similar converse
principle, namely, that whatever a conjunction signifies is
entailed (jointly) by things signified by each conjunct.

I Now suppose each conjunct of some conjunction is true.
I Then by our new principle, whatever the conjunction

signifies is entailed by something signified by each conjunct.
I But since the conjuncts are true, each of those obtains,

and so whatever the conjunction signifies must obtain too.
I So things are however the conjunction signifies, and so a

conjunction is true whenever each conjunct is true.

Thus we have established the distributive principle for
conjunctions which Bradwardine states in (P6), that if a
conjunction is true, each conjunct is true and conversely, and
if it is false, at least one conjunct is false and conversely.
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Distribution of Truth over Disjunction
What of the distribution of truth over disjunction?

I Take a disjunction, and suppose one disjunct is true, that is, whatever
the disjunct signifies obtains.

I By Paul’s principle, the disjunct signifies whatever the disjunction
signifies, since a disjunction is entailed by each disjunct.

I So whatever the disjunction signifies obtains, and so the disjunction is
true.

I Conversely, suppose each disjunct is false. Then something each
disjunct signifies fails to obtain.

I It’s reasonable to assume that a disjunction signifies the disjunction
of anything its disjuncts severally signify.

I So the disjunction signifies something disjunctive neither part of
which obtains, and so which does not obtain as a whole.

I So the disjunction is also false.
I Contraposing, if a disjunction is true then one or other disjunct is

true.

Putting it all together, we have the compositional principle for disjunction
that Bradwardine states in (P6): a disjunction is true if at least one disjunct
is true and conversely; and a disjunction is false if both disjuncts are false
and conversely.
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Conclusion
I In their responses to the sophisma splendida, the Magister

Abstractionum and Walter Burley accept that saying that, or
signification, is closed under at least some form of consequence

I That closure principle lies at the heart of Thomas Bradwardine’s
idea for solving the semantic paradoxes, together with the idea
that a proposition is true only if things are wholly as it signifies,
that is, only if everything it signifies obtains

I Bradwardine uses the closure principle to show that any
proposition which signifies its own falsity also signifies its own
truth, and so not everything it signifies can ever obtain, whence it
must be simply false

I The Liar sentence shows that truth does not distribute over
negation, and Curry’s paradox shows that it does not distribute
over the conditional either

I The compositional principles for conjunction and disjunction,
however, can be derived by invoking other persuasive principles

I Bradwardine’s solution is thus found to preserve those truth
principles which are unaffected by the paradoxes, without
sacrificing any logical principles, and so constitutes an attractive
and viable solution.
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